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A motivating example: Bitcoin Wallet
 Stealing Bitcoin wallets is common news: How would you protect it?

 smartphone? lose the phone, lose the wallet; add laptop? 2 stealing targets

 Backup in Internet server: protection reduced to password

 online attacks (works for weak passwords)

 offline server attacks: work even with reasonably secure passwords

 Obvious cryptographic solution: keep wallet encrypted in multiple
locations; secret share the encryption key in multiple servers

 But how do you authenticate to the servers? With a password, of course!

 A strong independent password with each server? Not really

 Same (or slight-variant) password for each server? Not good

 Each server as a single point of failure! Didn’t achieve much, did we?
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Password Protected Secret Sharing
[BJSL’11]

 Protection: User secret shares a secret among n servers (threshold t);
forgets the secret and keeps a single password.

 Retrieval: User contacts t + 1, or more, servers, authenticates using
the single password and reconstructs the secret.

 Security guarantee: Attacker that breaks into t servers and finds all
their secret information (including shares, long-term keys, password
file, etc.) cannot learn anything about the secret (and password).

 Only adversary hope: Guess the password, try it in an online attack.

 Offline attacks with less than t+1 corrupted servers are useless.

+ Soundness: User reconstructs the correct secret or else rejects.
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PPSS: Security Definition
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More on our model
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Comparison to Prior Work
 Bagherzandi-Jarecki-Saxena-Lu, CCS’11

 Formalized PPSS notion as above (roots in the work of Ford-Kaliski and Jablon)

 Scheme assumes PKI between user and servers, needs 3 (or 4) messages,
8t+7 exponentiations for client, 16 for each server

 Camenish-Lehmann- Lysyanskaya-Neven, Crypto’14:

 UC notion of PPSS (called PASS)

 no PKI b/w client and servers (except at init) , auth’d channels b/w servers

 10 msgs, 14t+24 exponentiations for client, 7t+28 for each server

 Our scheme (follows BJSL definition)

 No PKI, no authenticated channels (except for initialization)

 Single round (2 msgs), 2t+3 expon’s for client, 2 for e/server

All 3 protocols in ROM. We
also show a 4-msg std model.
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From (t,n)-PPSS to (t,n)-threshold PAKE

 (t,n)-TPAKE: U can exchange keys securely w/ any subset of n servers
using a single password as long as at most t servers are corrupted

 exchange succeeds if undisturbed communication with t + 1 servers

 We prove a Generic composition theorem: PPSS + KE  T-PAKE.

 With the following property:

Single-round PPSS  single round T-PAKE! (also w/PFS and PK KE)

 First single-round T-PAKE:

no prior work achieved that, not even assuming PKI and not even for special
cases such as 2-out-of-2 (ours is also the most computationally efficient)
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投影片 8

A2 holds even with forward secrecy (Diffie-Hellman) and with single-round public-key based KE (e.g. HMQV).
ADMINIBM, 2014/12/4



The PPSS Scheme
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Highlights of Our PPSS Scheme

 One round (User to Server msg + Server to User msg)

 User performs 2 exponentiations per server

 Undisturbed communication with t+1 servers suffices for reconstruction
(and wrong secret never reconstructed)

 Server performs 2 exponentiations

 No inter-server communication

 No assumed PKI or secure channels (other than for initialization)

 One round (User to Server msg + Server to User msg)

 User performs 2 exponentiations per server

 Undisturbed communication with t+1 servers suffices for reconstruction
(and wrong secret never reconstructed)

 Server performs 2 exponentiations

 No inter-server communication

 No assumed PKI or secure channels (other than for initialization)
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Main building block: Oblivious PRF (OPRF)
[NR’04,FIPR’05]

S(k) C(x)

fk(x) is a Pseudo-Random
Function (PRF) if

OPRF protocol

x

fk(x) or $fk-or-$ Adv

?
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fk(x)丄

fk(x) or $



Idea of Scheme (w/o validation steps)
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Adding Validation
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PPSS Protocol (for DH OPRF)
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Defining “Verifiable OPRF”
 OPRF notion is intuitive: Secure two-party computation of fk(x) where

one party holds k and one holds x

 Yet, defining OPRF security is challenging:

 E.g.: Secure 2-PC may impose input extraction, prevents concurrency,
requires secure channels (all elements we want to avoid)

 Indistinguishabilty definition tricky too: What’s the test for the attacker
after running q protocol executions (on unknown inputs)?

 We formulate a UC definition of “Verifiable OPRF” (user can check that
the server uses same function consistently: e.g., always same output on pwd)

 We bypass input extraction via ticketing mechanism

 per-server ticket: increases with each server call, decreases with server
output, no output from functionality if ticket = 0

 We show instantiations in ROM (DH, RSA), under one-more assumpt’n,
and standard model (NR)
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Comparison to Prior Work
(PPSS and T-PAKE)
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Thanks!

http://eprint.iacr.org/2014/650
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